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COLLEGE
CURRENCY

by Robert H. Lloyd

The Jamestown Union School & Collegiate Institute (N.Y.)

A feature of the educational scene of the last century
was the array of business colleges or institutes that spread
across northeastern United States. This was due to the fact
that most of the existing institutions of higher learning
were concentrating on training people for the professions,
while the high schools were merely fitting their graduates
for these formal four-year colleges.

The business institute with its one- and two-year courses
filled a real need to train clerks and stenographers for the
rapidly growing commercial enterprises of the nation. One
of the interesting aspects of this training was the use of
imitation bank notes in the class room to help students
learn banking practices, bookkeeping, etc. Modern courses
do not include much instruction in making up a deposit or
handling and counting large sums of currency; although

there is some practice in writing dummy checks and filling
out check stubs.

(It is the writer's experience that the schools could well
use some of this lost instruction. Young clerks, tellers, etc.,
have been observed counting their monies several times over
because of their failure to stack coins in small units, and
notes by denomination. They fail to run totals of notes
quickly because they start with low denominations instead
of the highest. Many persons lack the skill to tightly roll
coins and make secure bands on the currency stacks.

In the business classes of old, one of the early tasks was
the preparation of the bank deposit. Before bands were
used it was customary to pin bank notes of like
denominations together. Later paper clips were used. Many
pin-holes are found in old notes. They were also sewed
together to prevent notes in transit being slipped out of the
pack.)
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Many college currency notes were printed on one side
only so as to force the students to learn to count the bills
"face up." Tellers prefer them that way, and for many
years it was an unwritten rule. There are two good reasons
for this. First to count either side willy-nilly would mean
that many counterfeits would go undetected, as the backs
of the notes offer less clues to false printing than do the
faces; then there is the possibility (remote today) of a
"double denomination" note.

The double denomination note first came about from the
issue of large size National Bank Notes (1863 to 1927) in
sheets of four, whereby most banks of issue had plates with
three $10 notes and one $20 note. There were also other
combinations. The reversal of sheets going to press after the
backs were already inked would mean that the $10 face
would carry a $20 reverse, while the $20 at the foot of the
sheet would appear with a $10 back. In a disputed deposit
the face of the note would govern, since it contains the
entire legend and redemption clauses. Today the only
double denomination bills are those very rare "errors" that
have escaped (?) detection at the Bureau, or those
deliberately contrived by "splitting" the paper and pasting
the separate sides on other notes also split. Today, young
tellers often count notes either wav, face or back up.
Veteran tellers will stop their count and turn a bill face up
before continuing.

The Jamestown Union School and Collegiate Institute
issued the FIVE DOLLAR note illustrated here some time
after January 1, 1870. This specimen and a few others seen
are uniface. It is printed on a good grade of bond paper,
much better than notes of similar colleges. A large green
"5' is overprinted in the center. The promise to pay is
qualified in small print "on receipt of current funds."

The city directory for Jamestown, New York, 1875,
lists a Jamestown Business College on East Third Street
between Main and Pine Streets. There was also listed a
Jamestown Union School & Collegiate Institute on East
Second Street between Institute & Foote Avenues, the
current location of the high school. The city director also
lists S.G. Love (Comptroller on the note) as Superintendent
of Schools, and S.W. Parks, President of the Board of
Education.

The Jamestown Business College is listed in later
directories. Catalogs show this college incorporated in
1889, and still in operation in 1976. It is believed that the
Collegiate Institute issuing the note was phased out of the
public school in favor of the private college. At least two
disastrous fires have destroyed most of the old records. We
may never know the extent of the issue or its duration. The
counter "5" at upper right was in use by other printers as
late as 1930. In the files of the Fenton Historical Society
are catalogs of the present college dating since 1901.

We are indebted to the Archivist of the Fenton
Historical Society. Jamestown, N.Y. for information on the
old school.

Famous
	Engraver 

John Geike Wellstood, the oldest bank note engraver in
this country, died at his home in Greenwich, Conn.,
recently, at the age of eighty years. Mr. Wellstood was born
in Edinburgh, Scotland, Jan. 18, 1813. His father, James
Wellstood, was a shawl manufacturer at Paisley. The young
plan came to New York in 1833, and was apprenticed to
the trade of bank note engraving with the firm of Raw don,
Wright & Co. of this city. He remained with that firm until
1847, when he engaged in business for himself in the firm
of Wellstood, Benson & Hanks at 48 Merchants' Exchange.
The firm's name was afterward changed to Wellstood,
Hanks, Hay & Whiting, and it stood the leader in the
business until 1858, when it was merged in the incorpora-
tion of the American Bank Note Company. Mr. Wellstood
was Superintendent of the Lettering Department of that
concern. In 1871 he left New York and founded the
Columbia Bank Note Company of Washington, D.C. While
he was president of that company he desinged and engraved
a great part of most of the United States greenback notes,
especially those of the issue of 1872. The feature of the
engraving upon these notes is the elaborate detail of the
lathe work and the delicacy of the lines in the intricate
pattern. This issue has never been counterfeited, and it was
said by a son of Mr. Wellstood that it stood unique in this
respect. The letters and "counters," or figures, on these
notes are the work of Mr. Wellstood's own hand. No two
of them are alike, although at a casual glance the 5's and
V's on the diagonally opposite corners of the note appear
to be of the same pattern. When the printing of the notes
passed into the hands of the Government in 1879, Mr.
Wellstood returned to the American Bank Note Company,
and remained in its employment continuously until his
death. He was in active business for sixty-five years. He was
a man of great energy, and was never so contented as when
busy upon a difficult piece of work. He always used the flat
graver, disdaining the three-cornered tool favored by less
skillful hands. He was altogether the quickest workman in
his trade, and, even as an old man, could do better work
and faster than any of the younger men in the business.
Whenever the American Bank Note Company had an
important piece of work for whose delivery only a short
time was allowed it always sent it to Mr. Wellstood. Mr.
Wellstood was frequently called as an expert in cases of
alleged counterfeiting, where the bogus work was of the
highest class known to the criminal profession. About 1872
he was called by the Government to testify as to the
genuineness of a five-hundred-dollar note which all the
experts in the Treasury Department agreed was a
counterfeit. He examined the note with his glass for a
whole day, and then decided that it was not a counterfeit,
but a "spurious issue"; that is, a note printed from the
genuine plate, but by inexperienced, and hence unlawful,
hands. Banker's Magazine March 1893.,
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